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1. Introduction
The “international booklet of best practice methods for educational theatre work with
inmates” is one of the results of our international learning partnership called “Prison Art
Society”. It documents methods, which have been tested and modified in educational theatre
work with groups of prison inmates by participants of the international learning partnership.
“Prison ‐ Art ‐ Society“ was an international learning partnership from 2011‐2013 which was
financed by the European program "Grundtvig". It was initiated and coordinated by the
German non‐profit organisation Minor‐Projektkontor für Bildung und Forschung e.V. and was
the international part of a two years project in Berlin ‐ called "Gefängnis‐Kunst‐Gesellschaft”.
Together with our participating partners ‐ representatives of non‐profit organisations from
Greece, Austria, Romania and employees of a prison in Poland ‐ we started through “Prison ‐
Art ‐ Society” an international exchange and comparison about pedagogical work and in
particular theatre pedagogy/drama education with offenders.
Pedagogical work and especially theatre pedagogy with inmates is still an issue which is not
very often (and open) discussed in international contexts. But from our point of view there is a
need to focus an open discussion about opportunities and challenges for the reintegration of
prisoners through theatre pedagogy. Penitentiary systems need to have an innovative
approach of the work with prisoners in order to develop their life skills and facilitate their
reintegration process. Getting to know other European realities and other ways of working in
the educational field in prisons shall be a way to bring new perspectives towards our own ways
of perceiving and realizing aims.
Through “Prison Art Society” we started a first important step for all involved partner
organisations towards an intensive and sustainable European cooperation. The main focus was
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to learn from experiences of our international partners, to start an exchange about the local
work and to gain new impulses from regional characteristics and challenges. The learning
partnership made it possible to promote practical workshops, exchanges of good practices and
effective methodologies among the different institutions, used arts, music and cultures to
work with prisoners. The learning partnership set also a first step to further project
cooperations in the international “arena” and allows us to share challenges and limits of the
local work, which are very similar in every country.
During five international meetings we got very deep insights of the local work of non‐profit
organisations and prison staff with theatre workshops/projects in jails. So different angles of
working with inmates could be discovered during the meetings. At the main focal point of our
project visits stood to share international experiences about our daily or weekly work with
juvenile and adult prisoners. We started with presentations of our organisations and local
work and continued with discussions about the activities in our home countries. Later we went
on with practical theatre workshops and got insights in prisons systems in Austria, Poland,
Romania, Greece and Germany. For instance in Austria, Germany and Romania we could take
part in theatre rehearsals, sample theatre methods with the participants and discuss the
personal impact of weekly workshops with the trainers. In Romania e.g. we attended also a
theatre festival for prison theatre groups from all of Romania. The polish partner did organize
a very useful workshop about drama education, where all of us got to know new methods and
games for the practical work. So we could gain lots of new impulses from regional
characteristics and challenges through analyzing and reflecting our work.
The following part will give an insight in practical exercises. Theatre trainers tested all these
methods during their educational theatre workshops in prison with inmates. All methods and
exercises were presented, discussed and modified in our workshops and trainings during the
“Prison ‐ Art ‐ Society” project, and were addressed to different areas of learning
opportunities and – targets in pedagogical theatre work with inmates.
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In addition to presenting our work, we hope that our “international booklet of best practices”
will – like a toolbox ‐ inspire other international projects in the field of prison theatre.
For more information about the project “Prison – Art ‐ Society” and the international learning
partnership, please visit:
www.minor‐kontor.de/projekte/prison‐art‐society
http://ec.europa.eu/education/lifelong‐learning‐programme/grundtvig_en.htm
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2. Description of all participating partners

2.1 Germany: Minor – Projektkontor für Bildung und Forschung e.V.
The non‐profit organisation “Minor” is founded in 2010 and is located in Berlin ‐ a city with
many opportunities but also many challenges, particularly for people in neglected urban areas
or in difficult personal and social situations. These people are the main target group of our
work.
The purpose of the association is to promote education, science and research in relation to
disadvantaged groups (in particular socially deprived, educationally disadvantaged, labor
market disadvantaged, prisoners, slow learners, disabled, immigrants, residents of rural areas,
young people, senior citizens and target groups, affected by demographic changes).
The Learning Partnership “Prison Art Society” is the international part of a big project called
"Prison‐Art‐Society”. From February 2011 to the end of September 2013, experienced coaches
and trainers are working in weekly workshops with female and male prisoners in the field of
theatre pedagogy.
From October 2013 on, we will continue our work in a new project called “Revue de vie”. For
more information, please visit: www.minor‐kontor.de
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2.2 Greece: ARSIS ‐ Association for the Social Support of Youth
ARSIS‐Association of the Support of Youth is non‐governmental organisation, specializing in the
social support of youth and generally, of vulnerable social groups and in the advocacy of their
rights.
ARSIS´ main objectives are the prevention of vulnerable people´s marginalization, the
elaboration of policies which defend their rights, the active social support and the promotion
of their social integration.
ARSIS´s work can be described ‐in short‐ by the following main areas of work: Youth supporting
and recreational centres, intervention in prisons, activities for the protection of children ‐
victims of trafficking, support for homeless people, support to immigrants and refugees,
interventions in shelters and institutions, interventions in Roma people, bank for the material
support of beneficiaries, humanitarian aid and mobilization and work with volunteers.
For more information, please visit: www. arsis.gr

2.3 Austria: Kunstrand
The purpose of the organisation is to initiate, support and promote art, creative‐therapeutic
and research projects for and from social excluded groups, who are living on the margins of
society. The focus is on Theatre, film and drama‐ therapeutic projects with prisoners, asylum‐
seekers and immigrants. Kunstrand wants to empower socially disadvantaged through the arts,
offer education in form of social learning, offer a positive atmosphere for personal growth and
healing and raise awareness for social injustice in our society. In order to reach out to a
broader audience Kunstrand always was and is interested in net‐working and collaboration
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with similar organisations in Europe and worldwide, which also focus on the development and
support of art, social inclusion and health.
The head of the organisation Sabine Sandberger created in 2012 a curriculum for theatre
pedagogy in prison to educate people working inside prison in Austria and wrote her doctoral
thesis on “Theatre in Prison ”.
For more information, please contact: kunstrand@liwest.at

2.4 Romania: A.R.T. Fusion
A.R.T. Fusion is a youth organisation that tries to offer a realistic perspective over the
struggling problems of the Romanian society. They want to change the attitudes of the people
in their community to find solutions together with other society members for the problems
that the community is facing.
A.R.T. Fusion’s mission is to improve social competencies of children, adolescents and
youngsters, trough participative arts methods, in order to help them achieve personal growth.
A.R.T. Fusion’s main objectives are to give a wider access to information, projects and
programs of personal and/or general interest for children, adolescents and youngsters, as long
as these actions prove to be necessary for a harmonious personality development in our
Romanian society. We want to rise the degree of involvement of the target group in socio‐
cultural and artistically activities that are necessary for harmonious personal growth and want
to stimulating apro‐social attitude in children, adolescents and youth.
For more information, please visit: www.artfusion.ro
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2.5 Poland: The prison of Lublin
Lublin Prison is a state judicial institution, under the Department of Justice order. It main
destination is about having in custody remand, mostly male adults life sentenced and about
managing their sentences. It is a closed semi security prison and has a capacity of 1075
inmates. The inmates come from different social environments, different ethnical and cultural
backgrounds, all are part of social disadvantaged groups.
The re‐education department currently has 36 professionals and 20 volunteers, who develop
education and professional tutoring, psych‐therapy, social and law assistance, arts, theatre,
library, moral and religious education, recreation and sport. They are collaborating with local
and international institutions and organisations, government, medical, volunteers and
educational centres etc. Prison can list a several achievements: re‐education activities,
professional education programs, professional and training, participating in volunteering
programs which focus on communication, run EU programs.
For more information, please visit: www.sw.gov.pl
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3. Methods for educational theatre work with inmates

3.1 Warm up and Action



start / warm up/ cool down



get know each other (Icebreaker)



bring together a group (different subgroups, mentalities)



create team spirit



assess groups



control processes of group dynamics



create a mood of collective spirit
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George
Nr.1

Warm up

George

George is a group exercise that focusses on getting to know the other
participants.

The participants are
standing in a circle. One
participant takes on the
identity of George, the
others keep their names.
Georges begins:
All participants are
clapping their hands in a
three‐stroke rhythm. With
Picture by: A.Dann
the first stroke they clap
their hands together with their neighbor (right palm of hand up) and George
say his/ her own name, with the second stroke they clap their hands together
with their neighbor (right palm of hand down) and George say a different
name . With the third stroke they clap in their own hands and say nothing.
Now it goes on with the person mentioned by George:
First clap: own name/ second clap: different name/ third clap: no name
If a person makes a mistake, the person has to take on the name and the
position of George. Therefore the participants move rightwards and each
person takes on the name of their new position.
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Brain Twister
Nr.2

Warm up

Brain Twister (in a group)

This is a group activity that follows the common brain twister rules. It serves as a general
warm‐up and breaking the ice‐activity and has nothing to do with the content of the main
training.
Sequence:
1st) There are three figures involved in this
brain twister: Wolf, grandmother,
huntsman.
2nd) The wolf eats the grandmother, the
grandmother punches the huntsman, the
huntsman shoots the wolf.
3rd) These characters are symbolized as
follows: the wolf catapults the arms in the
air and
Picture by: Elisabeth Hoffmann
screams; the grandmother has an invisible
walking stick, the huntsman targets at something with an invisible rifle.
4th) The group is divided in two same size teams. The teams line up back‐to‐back. Every
team decides secretly which character they want to play.
5th) The trainer counts till three. Then everybody turns around showing the symbole of the
character their team has chosen.
6th) The winning team tries to catch as many persons from the other team as possible. The
team that has lost must try to step into the safety zone that lies behind the middle line.
7th) Persons who have been caught belong to the other team now.
8th) The activity starts from the beginning untill no person is left over in one of the teams.

Remarks about the method:
The exercise takes ca. 10 minutes. If prisoners are included that have been diagnosed with a
potential for violent behavior one should make sure that the figures are only shown and
that the rules of the activity have been communicated clearly.
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Nr.3

Warm up

Circle of Courtesy or Winking

The exercise is an activity that can be used as a warm‐up for a main training. It functions as
a getting to know each other and strengthens the team spirit.

Participants are standing in a circle. Via eye
contact (winking) people are looking for a new
position. One can only leave one's position if one
has already found a new position. Goal is to keep
the circle moving.

Picture by: Anne Dann

For beginners: The activity might be easier if eye contact is supported by nodding.

Circle of Courtesy
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Nr.4

First getting to know each
other

History of my name

Everybody says something about his or her name. By listening to a story it is easier for
participants to remember the names of the others. It also functions as a first getting
to know each other in a personal context.

Sequence:
1st) The participants are sitting in a circle. One person starts
telling a personal story about his or her name, e.g. a
remarkable experience, some facts about its provenience,
nicknames, personal (dis)like.
2nd) It rotates within the circle.

Picture by: Benjamin Talsik

Possible variations and remarks about the method:
If the names of the participants are already known and in case someone can not think
of a story one variation might be to let the participants do some research about origin
and meaning of their names
Depending on the size of the group the activity should take 30 till 60 minutes.
A quiet and comfortable atmosphere is necessary.

Hist
ory
of
my
nam
e
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Nr.5

Warm up or cool down

Circle of confidence

This exercise can be used at the beginning or at the end of a training. It supports the
team spirit. The experience should be evaluated at the end including every
participant.
Sequence:
1st) A group should consist of minimum
four, maximum seven participants.
2nd) The group members form a narrow
circle, shoulders touch other shoulders.
3rd) One person is standing in the
middle of the circle, closing his or her
eyes.
4th) Now this person lets him‐ or herself
fall forwards, backward, sideward.
5th) The persons forming the circle
catch the falling person carefully and
move this person gently within the
circle.

Bild:http://www.lr‐online.de/regionen/senftenberg/Ein‐
Heiratsantrag‐in‐Moll‐und‐in‐Dur;art1054,3662907s

Remarks about the method:
This exercise takes ca. 15 minutes. Afterwards the trainer should schedule at least 15
minutes for the participants to talk about emotions and observations.

Circle of confidence
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Nr.6

Warm up or Cool down

Gordian Knot

The exercise functions as a warm‐up for a main activity or as a cool down after an
activity. It strengthens the team spirit.
Sequence:
1st) The group forms a circle.
2nd) Every participant closes his or
her eyes, reaches out with the arms
to another participant and graps his
/ her hand.
3rd) Everybody opens his or her
eyes.
4th) Now, the goal is to cut the knot
(without unhanding the other
participants).

Picture by: Elisabeth Hoffmann

Remarks about the method:
The activity takes about 5 till 10 minutes. Please make sure that eyes are closed and
that nobody talks during the exercise.

Gordian Knot
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3.2 Opener



draw attention to a special topic/ theme as a person or group



collect topic /themes



to concern the contents



To structure topics /themes
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Nr.7

Theater exercise

The mirror

The mirror is a partner exercise that practices performing in theater plays.

Sequence:
1st) Two participants are standing vis‐à‐vis.
2nd) One participant starts with a move, the other one
imitates this move.
3rd) Gradually the moves are turning into broader and
more expressive moves, including making a grimace or
reaching out in the room.
4th) After five minutes the trainer signals that the
leading person changes.
5th) At the end the partners are standing again vis‐à‐
vis, this time holding their palms of hand up and in the
direction to the partner with a small distance in
between. It is important that they have eye contact.
Then they turn around back‐to‐back or side by
side, experience how this feels like and get
back to the initial situation.

Picture by: Jarek Raczek

Remarks about the method:
The exercise takes ca. 15 till 20 minutes. One should make sure that nobody gets
disturbed by the other teams.

The mirror
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Nr.8

Chorus Exercise

Madrigal

Madrigal is a choir exercise which can be used as a voice training or as a warm‐up
Participants build a choir formation in front of an
audience. One might want to leave some space for
moves.
After choosing a certain topic (e.g. train station)
everybody makes a noise, a rhythm, utters a word
and / or a melody, that is related to the subject. For
example, one could imitate the bubbling of a coffee
machine or could constantly repeat the word “toast”
if the topic is “breakfast”.
Every participant sticks to his or her word or noise,
repeats it over and over again or invents a melody.
After the voices were established, there should be a
conductor who leads the choir.
Picture by: A.Dann

Madrigal
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Pantomime
Nr.9

Starting point/Relaxation
and Lightening up in
between an activity

Pantomime

Terms and concepts as writing a letter, meeting an acquaintance, having a fight with
someone can be presented in a shorter theater play or single scenes without using
spoken language.
The exercise can be used as a starting point for a main activity or as a possibility to
relax and lighten up the atmosphere in between an activity. The exercise should
strengthens team spirit.
Sequence:
1st) The trainer splits the group into smaller teams
consisting of two or three persons. Every team gets
three notes with the concepts they should present
written on it.
2nd) The teams discuss how they want to pantomime
the terms or concepts. One should make sure that
the other teams do not listen to these discussions.
(5‐10 minutes)
3rd) Afterwards, every team presents the concepts
without talking. The other teams guess which
concept is presented.
Picture by: Anne Dann

Variations and remarks about the method:
The exercise takes 10 till 30 minutes.
One could decide only to use concepts that consists of compound nouns or idioms.
One could also declare the exercise as a game where a team receives a winning point
if it guesses right.
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Position Game
Nr.10

Opener

Position Game

The exercise serves as a practice both of stagecraft and of reflexion of (the own) roles
in social spaces.
Following questions have to be kept
in mind:
Where / how do I picture myself?
Where / how does society picture
me?
There are four chairs in line. Four
persons were chosen from a group.
The trainer assigns secretly the
numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 to the
Picture by: Anne Dann
selected persons. These numbers
refer to social positions: Number 1 is the lowest, number 4 the highest position.
The four numbered persons take a seat or a position next to a chair according to
social position their number belongs to. They are not allowed to communicate
verbally or via sign language. They are allowed to react to the positions the other
persons and to change their position with regard to that. Once every person has
found his or her position the constellation freezes.
Then, the freeze image is discussed by the group. In order to guess the numbers of
the frozen persons the group must derive these by looking at the social positions of
the persons. Participants from the group should formulate suggestions and give
reasons for their choices that are discussed by the group.
At the end, the four selected persons reveal their numbers.
Persons were assigned to a role and play that role in a dramatic scene.
E.g. an office scene: A person that ranks high in a social hierarchy (army officer,
business manager, president) meets a person that represents a low position in a social
structure (cleaner etc.). The former just received bad news (e.g. he or she lost his or
her job, is suddenly insolvent …), the latter just received good news (e.g. lottery
winnings, proposal of marriage).
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Nr.11

Finding an introduction
to a subject

Theatre of Statues

Special situations and topics like a visit from relatives, having an interview at the job
center, first day of release, … can be presented in the form of statues that means
freeze images. This leaves the audience much room for interpretation; everybody
participates in the group discussion.

Sequence:
1st) The trainer provides a topic or a special
situation (examples above).
2nd) The participants were divided into two teams
minimum.
3rd) The teams think about how to arrange the
persons, their postures, facial expressions of their
team members. (15 minutes)
4th) One by one each team presents its statues.
The other teams can have a look at the statues
Picture by: Elisabeth Hoffmann
from different perspectives in the room and describe what they are seeing. Then, they
interpret the statue and explain what the figures might represent. At the end the
presenting team reveals what they wanted to express.

Variations and remark about the method:
It is also possible that one person of a team works as a stage director and arranges the
statues.

Theatre of statues
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Arm Swinging
Nr. 13

Association exercise

Arm Swinging

Arm Swinging is an exercise that involves association. It can be used as an
introduction to the main exercise or as a warm‐up.

Participants are standing in pairs vis‐à‐vis.
They count till three and start swinging one
arm (either both the left or both the right
one). Once they have found the same
rhythm one person utters an arbitrary
word when her or his arm is swinging
towards the partner. Her or his partner,
following the rhythm, is answering with an
one‐word association
to this word. Who comes up with the first
word is happening by chance.

Picture by: Wolfgang Stärke

Climax:
Both partners utter at the same time an one‐word association to the last word they
have heard when their arms are right between their bodies. This is an exercise where
people normally fail.
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Decisions
Nr.13

Working on Confidence

Decisions Part1

This is a theater exercise that was created for teamwork with prisoners. It is based on
a scene we have already designed (see attachment). Possible topics for this scene:
Betrayal, confidence, empathy, limits of working relationships with prisoners, setting
up rules.

Assignments for the scene:
Form two groups. One group (A)
reads out the scene loudly by taking
on the various roles (including stage
directions).
Then Group A play the scene.
Group B observers. Later the groups
switch.
It follows a discussion with
questions for the actors:
Who are you?
What do you think about (Person A;B;C;D)?
Why did you say... to (Person A;B;C;D)?

Picture by: Jarek Raczek

Then the scene is played again by considering the following specifications:
The group imagines to be in prison. There are stage directions saying who knows
who.
Afterwards both groups answer the following questions with regard to the play: With
whom you feel empathy?
Who do you/ I trust?
What is our task with our work in prison?
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Nr.13

Working on Confidence

Decisions Part2

Follow‐up assignments:
Both groups present five images (one story in five images) concerning the subject “You
want to be, but you can’t be“.
Each group present a different version of the story with the fifth image – one that has
a happy, one that has a sad or a bad ending.
Afterwards the groups present their version of the story.
SCENE: Decisions (Author: Sabine Winterfeldt)
A: is sitting alone..
B is joining
They are sitting poor a while…not talking
After a while:
B: Hey, have you been here long?
A: Oh yeah, far too long!
B: And how is it?
A: (is looking around carefully): You have to really be careful!
B: What do you mean?
A: Well, they are certain people here, that you have to be careful with. Some of those
guys here are kind of special…
B: Ok, thanks a lot for the tip, good talk to you, maybe we can meet sometimes and
talk.
A: (surprised) Sure, if you like…
C+ D are entering the stage.
C is coming closer, just moves his head and A is jumping up.
C and D are sitting down.
BREAK
C+D are bored
B feels the tension
A in Panic
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Nr.13

Working on Confidence

Decisions Part3

C: It’s a real fuck this day, and all I can see is morons and victims.
D: Yo man, I hat e this fucking assholes..
C: It is so fucking boring here, with these cowards around, where are we here, it this a
youth hostel, or what?
D: This guy makes me feel sic, man.
C: I think, I saw him sitting on my chair.
D: I saw that too.
C: Brave guy.
A seriously worried
C: Ey, Fucker, who do you think you are?
Did I give you any permission?
A doesn’t react
C: I am talking to you..fuck he is not responding.
D: I guess, this is it man. Answer you fucker!!
They are pushing A around. A is lying on the floor.
A: Leave me alone!
D: Oh wow.
C: No respect!
B: Leave him alone, he did not do anything to you.
C: (laughing) Who are you? Watch yourself, listen, you still have the change to decide,
which side you belong to. This guy ia a fucking traitor. If you belong to him, than you
will be one of his kind. Make up your mind!!
( A is lying on the ground, slowly gets up. E is entering)
E: What is going on here? Who did that?
E to A: I can help you, tell me, what happened.
(A looks to B, turns the head)
to C and D:
I know, what you are up to, and I’ll catch you, get put of here, now!
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Writing a postcard
Nr.14

Initiating working with a
specific subject

Writing a postcard…

An imaginary postcard that every participant writes to a person who is important for
the participant.
Sequence:
1st) The trainer prepares pictures and /
or postcards that are related to the
topic of the following training, e.g. role
models, decisions. It is important that
the pictures have a blank rear page.
The pictures and / or postcards are
displayed and for everybody visible.
2nd) Every participant chooses one
Picture by: Benjamin Talsik
picture and writes a story at the rear page.
rd
3 ) The postcards are read in front of the group and can be kept by the participants.

Remarks about the method:
There should be sufficient material of pictures to evoke associations. In addition to
that there should be enough pencils and enough space for the participants to
withdraw and write the postcards.
Participants who are non‐native speakers and / or are struggling with the official
language need to be taken care of. If necessary they can also present the story
orally.
Depending on the size of the group the activity takes 45 till 60 minutes.
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3.3 Feedback



Feedback



Evaluation



Reflection
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T Nr.15 Evaluation and Feedback Thermometer of opinion
h
A training or single aspects of a training can be evaluated with the help of a
e thermometer that is drawn on a flip chart or a wall paper.
r
m
Sequence:
o 1st) The trainer draws a thermometer
mon a paper for each section that
e should be evaluated (e.g. theater,
music, discussion, volume...) and
t
writes the sections above the
e thermometers.
r 2nd) The trainer labels each
thermometer either with numbers
Bild:http://www.mobilesport.ch/wpcontent/uploads/2011/
of degree (e.g. ‐50 °C, 0 °C, +50 °C)
02/1_7_Stimmungsthermometer.gif
o
or with expressions (e.g. “left
f me cold“, “was quite
lukewarm“, “found it really hot“).
rd
o 3 ) Now, each participant can rate the sections. He or she can award one point for
each section.

p
i
n
i
o
n Variations and remarks about the method:

This activity requires either glue dots or flip chart markers and minimum 10 minutes.
One should pay attention that the participants award points at the same time
without talking to each other in order to have a certain amount of anonymity.
This method can also function perfectly as an overall evaluation of a training cycle.
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Talking Stick

Nr.16

At the beginning or the
end of a training

Talking Stick

“Talking Stick“ can be used at the beginning and at the end of a training and works
therefor as a frame of meetings. It is considered as a ritual that provides structure
and orientation for the participants.
Sequence:
1st) Participants and trainer are sitting in
a circle.
2nd) In the middle of the circle lies a
pencil or a similar object.
3rd) On Person (one by one)picks up the
“Talking stick” and is talking about how
Picture by: Benjamin Talsik
he or she is feeling today, if something special
has happened to him or her, what he or she
has been rethinking since their last meeting. It is important that questions,
judgments or other comments from group members are not allowed.
4th) These rules apply for the end of a training as well where it is about telling the
other participants how he or she liked certain aspects of the training, with which
mood he or she is leaving the training.

Remarks about the method:
This activity takes ca. 10 till 15 minutes per round (at the end it is often quicker than
at the beginning). It may occur that during this activity at the beginning of a training
participants come up with topics that are important for the main training. In this
case, these topics should be thematized after the „Talking Stick“ again.
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